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mvi-ms‡¶c
evsjv‡`‡ki RvZxq R¦vjvbx bxwZ 1995 I we`¨yr Lv‡Zi gnvcwiKíbv 1995 G we`¨yr Drcv`‡b cÖv_vwgK R¦vjvbx eûg~Lx Ki‡Yi
cvwik Kiv nq| we`y¨r Lv‡Zi gnvcwiKíbv 2010 G cÖv_wgK R¦vjvbx eûg~Lx Kivi Rb¨ we‡kl ¸iæZ¡v‡ivc Kiv nq Ges 50%
we`¨yr Drcv`b Kqjv wfwËK Kivi cwiKíbv cÖYqb Kiv nq| †mB m~‡Î evsjv‡`k we`¨yr Dbœqb †evW© 2010 mv‡j Lyjbv, PÆMÖvg I
g‡nkLvjx‡Z cÖ¯ÍvweZ we`¨yr †K‡›`ªi Rb¨ Kqjvi Drm wPwýZ KiY, cwienb I n¨v‡Ûwjs Gi Rb¨ GKwU mgxÿv K‡i| Gi wfwË‡Z
Lyjbv, PÆMÖvg I g‡nkLvjx GjvKvq Av B B mgxÿv Kivi Rb¨ wm B wR AvB Gm-†K wb‡qvM Kiv nq| D³ mgxÿvi wfwË‡Z
ivgcv‡j 1320 †gMvIqvU we`¨yr †K›`ª wbgv©‡bi Rb¨ B AvB G mgxÿv Kiv nq Ges wW I B 59 wU mZ© mv‡c‡ÿ ZvÕ Aby‡gv`b Kiv
nq| Gi g‡a¨ 53 Zg k‡Z© ivgcvj ‰gwÎ we`¨y&r †K‡›`i Kqjv cwien‡bi Rb¨ GKwU c„_K B AvB G Kivi Abymvmb cÖ`vb Kiv
nq| †mB Abymv‡i wm B wR AvB Gm-†K mgxÿv KvRwU m¤úv`‡bi Rb¨ wb‡qvM`vb Kiv nq| Av‡jvP¨ Lmov B AvB G cÖwZ‡e`‡bi
mvims‡ÿc wb‡¤œ Dc¯’vcb Kiv nj:BAvBG mgxÿvi cÖavb jÿ¨ Av_©-mvgvwRK welq we‡ePbvq wb‡q wbivc` I cwi‡ekevÜe c‡_ wbivcËv weavb K‡i Kqjv †dqviI‡q
c_ n‡q cÖKí †RwU‡Z cwien‡bi c_ wb‡`©k Kiv Ges G Kvi‡Y cwi‡e‡ki Dci †h mKj cÖfve co‡Z cv‡i Zv mbv³ Kiv I
cÖwZKv‡ii w`K wb‡`©kbv cÖ`vb Kiv|
Av‡jvP¨ mgxÿv cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ cÖKí GjvKv m‡iRwg‡b cwi`k©b Kiv nq Ges G wel‡q mswkøó `wjjwU ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv| gvV
ch©v‡q evqy, cvwb, evqy `~lY BZ¨vw`i cÖv_wgK Z_¨ msMÖn Kiv nq| GQvovI cÖKí mswkøó ms¯’vmg~n †hgb e›`i, eb, grm¨, ¯’vbxq
cÖkvmb, †ckvRxwe, RbcÖwZwbwa‡`i m‡½ cÖKí wel‡q gZvgZ MÖnY Kiv nq|
GB cÖwZ‡e`‡b Kqjv cwien‡b cwi‡ekMZ cÖfv‡ei Dci cÖKvwkZ wewfbœ cÖwZ‡e`b ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv nq Ges †mB m‡½ cÖfve
wbim‡bi welqmg~n cÖfve wbim‡bi cš’vmg~n ¸iæZ¡mnKv‡i mgxÿv Kiv nq|
ivgcvj ‰gwÎ we`¨y&r †K‡›`ªi wbgv©b I cwiPvjbKvix cÖwZôvb: evsj‡`k-fviZ ‰gwÎ we`¨yr K¤úvwb wj:
ivgcvj ‰gwÎ we`¨y&r †K‡›`ªi Ae¯’vb :- mvcgvix-KvUvLvjx, ivgcvj, ev‡MinvU B AvB G cÖK‡íi AsMmg~nt (K) Drm †`k †_‡K
mgy`ª c‡_ AvDUvi evi n‡q gsjv e›`i wba©vwiZ RvnvR PjvP‡ji c_ AbymiY K‡i mgy`ªMvgx Rvnv‡R nve©vwiqv ch©šÍ cwienb (L)
eo RvnvR †_‡K Kqjv †QvU Rvnv‡R ¯’vbvšÍwiZ Kiv (M) †QvU Rvnv‡R Kqjv we`y¨r †K‡›`ª †RwU ch©šÍ cwienb (N) †QvU RvnvR
†_‡K Kqjv Lvjvm K‡i †RwUi Kb‡fqvi †e‡ëi g¨va¨‡g ÷¨vKBqvW© ch©šÍ cwienb|
GQvovI b`xi bve¨Zv eRvq ivLvi Rb¨ b`x Lbb Kivi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv †`Lv w`‡e| †mRb¨ GKwU ¯^Zš¿ B AvB G gsjv e›`i KZ©©„cÿ
cÖYqb K‡i‡Q| D³ B AvB G Gi Aby‡gvw`Z ïcvwik Abymv‡i b`x Lbb I iÿYv‡eÿ‡Y Kvh©Kix c`‡ÿc gsjv e›`i KZ…©cÿ MÖnY
Ki‡e|
cÖwZ‡e`b cÖYq‡bi Rb¨ Z_¨ msMÖ‡ni wbwg‡Ë cÖKí GjvKv cwi`k©b I ch©‡eÿY Kiv nq| †mB m‡½ D³ b`x I mgy`ªc_ wbqš¿Y I
e¨enviKvix cÖwZôvb, ‡ckvRxwe BZ¨vw`i wbKU †_‡K Z_¨ msMÖn Kiv nq Ges †mB m‡½ Zv‡`i gZvgZ MÖnY Kiv nq|
ivgcvj we`y¨r †K‡›`ªi Rgv Kqjv cwienb g~j cÖK‡íi GKwU AZ¨šÍ ¸iæZ¡c~Y© A½| Kqjv myôzfv‡e cÖKí GjvKvq cwienb Ki‡Z
bv cvi‡j wbiwew”Qbœfv‡e we`y¨r Drcv`b m¤¢e n‡e bv| d‡j †`‡ki we`y¨r Pvwn`v †gUv‡bv KóKi n‡e| cwi‡ekevÜe fv‡e Kqjv
cwienb we`y¨r †K›`ªwU cwiPvjb wbf©ikxj|
cwi‡ek AvBb I bxwZ Abymv‡i ivgcvj Kqjv cwienb GKwU jvj ZvwjKvfy³ cÖKí| †mKvi‡Y evsjv‡`‡ki cwi‡ek AvBb bxwZ
†mB m‡½ G msµvšÍ AvšÍR©vwZK wewa weavbmg~n wek` fv‡e ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv nq| ‡mB Abymv‡i Av‡jvP¨ B AvB G cÖwZ‡e`bwU
cÖYqb Kiv nq| G cÖwZ‡e`b cÖYq‡b wewfbœ †ckvi †PŠÏ (14) Rb †`kx I we‡`kx we‡klÁ AskMÖnY K‡ib|
gsjv e›`‡i RvnvR PjvP‡ji c_wU my›`ie‡bi wfZ‡i I BD‡b‡¯‹v Iqvì© †nwi‡U‡Ri mwbœK‡U nIqvq B AvB G cÖwZ‡e`b cÖYq‡bi
mgq we‡kl ¸iæZ¡mnKv‡i mvgvwRK I cwi‡ekMZ mKj welq we‡ePbv Kiv nq| GKvi‡Y RvnvR PjvP‡ji Rb¨ m‡ev©”P
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cwi‡ekevÜe c‡_i AbymÜvb Kiv nq| AbymÜv‡b cÖwZqgvb nq †h, gsjv e›`i KZ…©cÿ KZ©„K Abyk„Z I Aby‡gvw`Z RvnvR
PjvP‡ji c_wU ivgcvj we`y¨r †K›`ª ch©šÍ Kqjv cwien‡bi Rb¨ m‡e©vËg wn‡m‡e we‡ewPZ|
mgxÿv GjvKvt cÖwZ‡e`bwU cÖYq‡bi Rb¨ Lyjbv (ewUqvNvUv) I ev‡MinvU †Rjvi (`v‡Kvc, ivgcvj, gsjv, nve©vwiqv, ‡dqviI‡qeqv
BZ¨vw`) 140 wKt wgt j¤^v Ges 25 wKt wgt e¨v‡mi mgxÿv GjvKv wn‡m‡e we‡ePbv ‡bIqv nq|
Av‡jvP¨ cÖK‡íi AvIZvq eQ‡i cÖvq 47 jÿ Ub Kqjv, Pzbvcv_i BZ¨vw` Avg`vwb Kiv n‡e Ges cÖKí †RwU †_‡K Kqjvi QvB I
Rxcmvg †`‡ki Af¨šÍ‡i cwienb Kiv n‡e| ‡`‡ki AvenvIqvi welq we‡ePbvq wb‡q Av”Qvw`Z mgy`ªMvgx Rvnv‡R Kqjv I
Pzbvcv_i kxZKv‡j (hLb mgy`ª kvšÍ _v‡K) ‡dqviI‡q eqv ch©šÍ Avbv n‡e †mLv‡b cwi‡ekevÜe UªvwÝcv‡ii gva¨‡g †QvU Rvnv‡R
¯’vbvšÍi Kiv n‡e| el©vKv‡j mgy`ª hLb AkvšÍ _vK‡e ZLb mgy`ªMvgx Rvnv‡R gvRvnvi c‡q›U/nve©vwiqv GjvKv ch©šÍ Kqjv I
Pzbvcv_i cwienb Kiv n‡e| †mLv‡b cwi‡ekevÜe UªvwÝcv‡ii gva¨‡g gvjvgvj A‡cÿvK…Z †QvU Rvnv‡R ¯’vbvšÍi Kiv n‡e Ges D³
Av”Qvw`Z RvnvR mg~n gsjv e›`i KZ©„c‡ÿi wba©vwiZ c_ w`‡q cÖKí †RwU‡Z cwienb Ki‡e| cÖKí †RwU †_‡K cwi‡ekevÜe
hš¿cvwZi gva¨‡g Gme gvjvgvj ¯’vbvšÍi‡hvM¨ ncv‡ii gva¨‡g e× Kb‡fqvi †eë Øviv Kqjv/Pzbvcv_i gRy‡`i wba©vwiZ ¯’v‡b
cwienb Kiv n‡e| D‡jøL¨ †h, UªvÝwkdU‡g›U Gi mgq hv‡Z †Kv‡bv fv‡e Kqjv/Pybvcv_i cvwb‡Z c‡o bv hvq ev Zv †_‡K a~jv
Qwo‡q bv co‡Z cv‡i †mw`‡K we‡kl e¨e¯’v ‡bIqv n‡e|
D‡jøL¨ nvievwiqv/gvRvnvi c‡q›U ch©šÍ 30 nvRvi U‡bi †ekx cwienb ÿgZv m¤úbœ RvnvR cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ AvDUvi evi GjvKvq
b`x Lb‡bi cÖ‡qvRb n‡e| †m Kvi‡Y gsjv e›`i KZ…©cÿ `yBU wfbœ B AvBG K‡i‡Q hv wWIB KZ…©K Aby‡gvw`Z n‡q‡Q| D³
Aby‡gvw`ZZ B AvB G –Gi mycvwik Abymv‡i b`x Lb‡bi KvR nv‡Z †b‡e|
Kqjv/Pzbvcv_i cwienb c‡_i AvenvIqv I Rjevqy we‡kølY Kiv nq| D³ GjvKvi MÖx®§Kv‡ji ZvcgvÎv 30.4 †_‡K 40.4 wWwMÖ
†mjwmqvm ch©šÍ Ges kxZKv‡j 8 †_‡K 23.7 wWwMÖ †mjwmqvm ch©šÍ DVv bvgv K‡i| eQ‡i Mo e„wócv‡Zi cwigvY cÖvq 2000
wgwjwgUvi e„wó nq| cÖKí GjvKvq m~h© Av‡jv cÖwZw`b 4.22 †_‡K 8.68 NÈv _v‡K| kxZKv‡j evqy DËi-cwðg †_‡K `wÿYcwð‡g Ges Mx®§Kv‡j `wÿY-c~e© †_‡K DËi-cwð‡g cÖevwnZ nq|
Kqjv cwienb c‡_i mgxÿv GjvKvi K‡qKwU ¯’v‡b Q·,b· Ges GmwcGg cwigvc Kiv nq| GQvovI D³ GjvKvq kã `~l‡Yi
cwigvcI Kiv nq| GQvovI cÖK‡íi Kg©KvÐ c~Y©gvÎvq PjvKv‡j Bnvmn Ab¨vb¨ cÖKí †_‡K wbM©wgZ M¨vm I kã `~l‡Yi mw¤§wjZ
cwigvY Ges cÖfve wbiƒcb Kiv nq| D³ mgxÿv †_‡K cÖwZqgvb nq †h, evsjv‡`k miKv‡ii AvBb I bxwZ Ges AvšÍR©vwZK
ms¯’vmg~‡ni cÖwZcvwjZ mxgvi g‡a¨ wewfbœ M¨vm wbM©Z n‡e I kã wbqš¿‡Yi g‡a¨ _vK‡e| mgxÿvi K‡qKwU ¯’vb RvnvR, hvbevnb
KviLvbv I Ab¨vb¨ Drm †_‡K Drcbœ mKj ¯Ív‡b k‡ãi gZ mnbxq ch©v‡q Av‡Q|
mgxÿv GjvKvi cÖavb b`x mg~n n‡”Q cïi, wkemv, gBaiv, gsjv, byjv, †mjv BZ¨vw`| gsjv e›`i KZ…©cÿ cïi b`x‡K `xN©
AwfÁZvi Av‡jv‡K RvnvR PjvP‡ji c_ wnmv‡e ‡e‡Q wb‡q‡Q| ivgcvj cÖK‡íi Kqjv, Pzbvcv_i BZ¨vw` cwien‡bi Rb¨ cïi b`x
e¨envi Kiv n‡e| weMZ 2015-16 A_© eQ‡i gsjv e›`‡i 406wU RvnvR Av‡m hv 2021 mv‡j 600 Gs 2030 mv‡j 1000 †ekx
Avm‡e| †dqviI‡q eqv †_‡K nvievwiqv ch©šÍ cvwbi MfxiZv AvbygvwbK 6.5 wgUvi †_‡K 20 wgUvi Ges nvievwiqv †_‡K cÖKí
†RwU ch©šÍ 5 wgUvi †_‡K 6 wgUvi| GB c‡_i `yÕwU ïïK AfqvkÖg Av‡Q| GQvovI World Heritage Site (WHS) c‡_i
2/3 wKt wgt `~i‡Z¡ Aew¯’Z| my›`ie‡bi b`xmg~‡n cÖvq 222 Rv‡Zi wdj wdm, 100 Rv‡Zi mvgyK, 23 Rv‡Zi KvKov BZ¨vw`
Av‡Q|
Avc` (Hazard) I SzuwK (Risk) mbv³ Kiv I e¨e¯’vcbvt
Kqjv cwienbRwbZ Kvi‡Y †h mKj n¨vRvW© I wi·/SuywK Av‡Q Zv cÖfve I e¨wßi wfwË‡Z †kÖYx web¨vm Kiv n‡q‡Q| †mB m‡½
†m¸‡jvi cÖwZKv‡ii ev cÖkg‡bi w`K wb‡`©kbv cÖwZ‡e`‡b mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q|
cwi‡e‡ki Dci cÖfve I cÖwZKv‡ii Dcvqt
cwi‡e‡ki Dci m¤¢ve¨ cÖfvemg~n I †m¸‡jvi e¨vwß wbiƒc‡bi cÖ‡Póvv †bIqv nq|
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b`x Lbbt b`x Lbb I cybtLb‡bi Rb¨ c„_K `yÕwU B AvB G gsjv e›`i KZ„©cÿ m¤úbœ K‡i Ges Zv wWIB Aby‡gv`b K‡i| Avkv
Kiv hvq b`x Lb‡bi Rb¨ †h cÖwZKvi †bIqv n‡q‡Q Zv e›`i KZ…cÿ Ges wVKv`vi ‡g‡b Pj‡e|
 ‡bŠhvb PjvP‡ji cÖfvet G wel‡q wel` ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv nq| m¤¢ve¨ cÖfve Ges cÖwZKv‡ii cÖwZ‡e`b D‡jøL Kiv nq|


f~-c„‡ô Ges cvwbi wb‡P kã `~lYt G wel‡q m¤¢ve¨ Drm mg~n wPwýZ Kiv nq Ges G¸‡jvi cÖfve cÖkg‡b w`Kwb‡`©kbvg~jK
cÖwZ‡e`b †`Iqv nq|

 AwZ gvÎvq †bŠhvb PjvP‡ji cÖfvet cïi b`x‡Z †bŠhvb wbqš¿‡Yi `vwqZ¡ gsjv e›`i KZ©„c‡ÿi| gvÎvwZwi³ †bŠhvb PjvPj
Ki‡j ïïK RvZxq cÖvwYi ÿwZ n‡Z cv‡i| ‡m wel‡q e›`i KZ„c‡ÿi `„wó AvKl©Y cÖwZ‡e`‡b Kiv n‡q‡Q|
 Ab¨ †bŠhv‡bi m‡½ mslN©t Gwel‡q mZK© _vKvi Rb¨ Ges ‡bŠPjvPj wewa †g‡b Pjvi cÖwZ ¸iæZ¡ †`Iqv n‡q‡Q| e›`i
KZ©„cÿ G wel‡q m`v mZK© `„wó ivL‡e|
 GBP AvBwf/ GBWm msµvg‡Ki cÖKí GjvKvwU b`x/mgy`ª e›`i GjvKvq Aew¯’Z Ges we‡`kx Kg©x‡`i Ae¯’v‡bi Kvi‡Y
GBWm msµvgK nIqvi Avk•Lv Av‡Q| G wel‡q mswkøó‡`i gZ|
 Kqjv ¯^R¦vjvbx ¸bt Kqjvi ¯^R¦vjvbx ¯^fv‡ei Kvi‡Y Kqjv cwienb I gIRy` Kvjxb mg‡q Av¸b ai‡Z cv‡i| GB RvZxq
`yN©Ubv cwinv‡ii Rb¨ cÖ‡qvRbxq e¨e¯’v MÖn‡Yi w`K wb‡`©kbv mgxÿvq †`Iqv n‡q‡Q|
 ¯’vbxq‡`i RxweKvi Dci cÖfvet Kqjv cwien‡bi d‡j cïi b`x‡Z †bŠPjvPj e„w× cv‡e| d‡j †bŠc‡_ †R‡ji gvQ ai‡Z
cvi‡e bv| d‡j Zv‡`i wKQz Amyweavq co‡Z n‡e hw` ‡bŠc‡_ gvQ aiv wbwl×| †bŠc‡_ gvQ AvniY eÜ n‡j gvQ Drcv`b e„w×
cv‡e KviY †QvU gvQ aiv eÜ n‡e|
 kã `~lYt RvnvR PjvPj I Kqjv DVvbvgvi Rb¨ kã n‡e Zv eb¨ cÖvwY‡K wKfv‡e cÖfvweZ Ki‡Z cv‡i Gwel‡q wel` we‡kølY
Kiv nq| Zv †`Lv hvq †h e‡bi ‡fZi Gi `„k¨gvb †Kvb cÖfve co‡e bv|
 cvwicvwk^©K evZv‡mi ¸bgvbt Kqjv cwien‡bi Rb¨ e¨eüZ RvnvR Ab¨vb¨ cwien‡bi Rb¨ e¨eüZ RvnvR| we`y¨r †K›`ª, gsjv
GjvKvq Pjgvb Ges A`~i fwel¨‡Z wbwg©Z KjKviLvbv ‡_‡K wbM©Z †auvqv mw¤§wjZfv‡e evZv‡mi Dci †_‡K wK cÖfve †dj‡Z
cv‡i †m wel‡q wel` we‡kølY Kiv nq| ZvÕ‡Z †`Lv hvq †h,





bvB‡Uªv‡Rb WvBA·vBW-wWIB gvÎ AwZµg Ki‡e bv|
Kve©Yg‡bv A·vBW AZ¨šÍ ¯^í evZv‡Z _vK‡e hv D‡jøL Kivi gZ bq|
bvB‡Uªv‡Rb A·vBW Gi gvÎ wWIB wba©vwiZ gvÎ AwZµg Kivi †Kvb Avks•Lv bvB|
‡QvU Kbvt gsjv GjvKvq wKQzUv _vK‡j I Zv wWIB wba©vwiZ gvb AwZµg Ki‡e bv|

cwi‡ek I mvgvwRK e¨e¯’vcbv cwiKíbv|
cïi GKwU †Rvqvi-fvUv cÖeY b`x hvi †Rvqvi Ges fvUvq cvwbi D”PZv cÖvq wZb wgUvi DVv bvgv K‡i| b`xi Dfq cv‡o wKQz
GjvKvq b`xfv½v Movi cÖwµqv jÿ¨ Kiv hvq| Rvnv‡Ri MwZmxgv wbqš¿Y Ki‡j AwZwi³ b`xfv½b †iv‡ai Avks¼v wbqš¿Y Kiv
m¤¢e n‡e hv BwZg‡a¨ gsjv †cvU© Aw_wiwU wbqš¿Y Ki‡Q|
‡dqviI‡qeqv †_‡K KigRj ch©šÍ gsjv †cvU© A_wiwUi RvnvR PjvP‡ji c_wU my›`ieb wefv‡Mi AšÍf©y³ Ges Iqvì©‡nwi‡U‡Ri
wbKUeZ©x| my›`ieb Rxe‰ewP‡Î¨ ficyi| GLv‡b evN, nwiY, ïKi, ïïK, Kzwgi Qvov †ek wKQz wecbœ cÖvq cÖvYx evm K‡i|
GKvi‡Y A‡nZzK Rvnv‡Ri nY© evRv‡j ev AcÖ‡qvR‡b Rvnv‡Ri mvP©jvBU R¦vjv‡j mwbœwnZ GjvKvq eb¨ cïcvwL weiw³‡eva Ki‡Z
cv‡i| †mKvi‡Y D³ GjvKv w`‡q RvnvR PjvP‡ji mgq A‡nZzK nY© evRv‡bv I mvP©jvBU R¦ vjv‡bv †_‡K weiZ _vKvi cÖ‡qvRbxq
e¨e¯’v MÖnY Ki‡Z n‡e| G welqwU gsjv †cvU© KZ…©cÿ Ges mswkøó RvnvR e¨enviKvixiv wbwðZ Ki‡e|
‡dqviI‡qeqv †_‡K we`y¨r †K‡›`ª †RwU ch©šÍ c‡_ `yÕwU RvqMvq ïï‡Ki (Wjwdb) AfqvkÖg Av‡Q| Gc‡_ RvnvR PjvP‡ji mgq
GmKj AfqvkÖ‡gi Dci †Kvb cÖKvi weiƒc cÖfve bv †d‡j A_©vr hZ`~i m¤¢e `~i w`‡q RvnvR PjvPj wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e|
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RvnvR †_‡K †Kvb cÖKvi `~wlZ c`v_© b`x ev mgy‡`ªi cvwb‡Z bv ‡djv wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e| Gwel‡q B›Uvib¨vkbvj †gwib
AiMvbvB‡Rmb (AvB Gg I) I gsjv ‡cvU © A_wiwU Gi wbqg Kvbyb †g‡b RvnvR Pjv wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e| Gi d‡j RjR MvQcvjv I cÖvwY ÿwZKi cÖfve †_‡K iÿv cv‡e| GQvovI AvB Gg I Kb‡fkb Abymv‡i Aby‡gvw`Z RvnvR PjvPj Ki‡j Zv †_‡K
AwZwi³ †auvqv wbM©Z n‡e bv Ges AwZwi³ kã m„wó n‡e bv|
wKQz Kqjv evZv‡mi ms¯ú‡k© Avcbv Avcbx R¦‡j D‡V| Kqjv RvnvRxKi‡Yi c~‡e© Zv cwien‡bi mgq Avcbv Avcbx R¦j‡e bv ev
†Kvb cÖKvi ÿwZKi cÖfve †dj‡e bv †mwel‡q mieinKvixi wbKU †_‡K A½xKvibvgv MÖnY Ki‡Z n‡e|
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cwi‡ekMZ m¤ú`t
f~wgi e¨envit mgxÿv GjvKvi 3,20,500 GKi GjvKv g~jZ: K…wl Rwg I wPswoi †Ni (11.8%), ¯’vqx cwZZ Rwg, ebf~wg
(36.0%), emZevwU, Rjvf~wg (48.3%) BZ¨vw`| my›`ie‡b evN, M½v I BiveZx b`xi ïïK, †QvU b‡Li †fv`i, †gvnbvi Kzwgi
BZ¨vw`mn `yB Rv‡Zi Dfq Pi, 14 cÖRvwZi mixm„c, 25 cÖRvwZi cvwL I cuvP cÖRvwZi ¯’b¨cvqx eb¨cÖvwY Av‡Q|
Av_©-mvgvwRK cwi‡ekt mgxÿv GjvKvwU ev‡MinvU †Rjvi ivgcvj, ewUqvNvUv, `v‡Kvc Ges Lyjbv †Rjvi cvqiv Dc‡Rjv AšÍM©Z|
D³ GjvKvi RbmsL¨v cÖvq 36,000 nvRvi| G GjvKvi cÖwZ eM©wK‡jvwgUv‡i RbmsL¨v evsjv‡`‡ki Mo cÖwZ wK‡jvwgUvi
RbmsL¨vi †P‡q Kg|
G GjvKvi RbMY e¨vcKfv‡e my›`ieb Gi m¤ú‡`i Dc‡i wbf©ikxj| †mKvi‡Y weMZ 100 eQ‡i my›`ie‡bi AvKvi e¨vcK nv‡i
K‡g †M‡Q|
Kqjv cwien‡bi m¤¢ve¨ SuywKt Rvnv‡Ri eR¨© Awba©vwZ ¯’v‡b †djv, Rvnv‡R Av¸b aiv, RvnvR `yN©Ubvq cwZZ nIqv, RvnvR Wz‡e
hvIqv, Kqjvq Av¸b jvMv, Kqjvi ayjvevwj Qov‡bv, Kqjv I Ab¨vb¨ Rvnv‡Ri †auvqv wbMg©b nIqv BZ¨vw`| Gme¸‡jv ‡_‡K
m¤¢ve¨ ÿwZi cwigvc Kivi cÖ‡Póv G cÖwZ‡e`‡b †bIqv n‡q‡Q| Gme wel‡q ÿwZ Gov‡bvi Rb¨ AvBGgI I e›`i KZ…©cÿ wbqgbxwZ I AvBb AbymiY Kivi mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q|
Kqjv cwienb Kv‡R cÖwkwÿZ Rbej e¨envi Kiv, Kv‡Ri mgq e¨w³MZ wbivcËv mvgMÖ x e¨envi Kiv, Kg©x‡`i cÖwkÿ‡Yi e¨e¯’v
†bIqv, wba©vwiZ mg‡qi ci Kg©x‡`i cyb:cÖwkÿ‡bi e¨e¯’v MÖnb, wba©vwiZ mgq UªvÝwkc‡g›U Kg©x‡`i Lv`¨ cvwb mieivn,
Kg©weiwZ‡Z hvIqvi e¨e¯’v Kiv, ¯^v¯’¨ m‡PZbZv e„w× Kiv BZ¨vw`| hveZxq hš¿cvwZi wbqwgZ iÿYv‡eÿY Kiv|
`yN©Ubv I Avc`Kvjxb mg‡q e¨e¯’v MÖn‡Yi Rb¨ mvsMvVwbK KvVv‡gv m„wó| †m Abymv‡i Rbej I DcKiYvw` msMÖn Kiv|
পররবেলগত প্রভাে ও প্রলমন েযেস্থা
পররবেলগত ও সামাজিক প্রভাে

BIFPCL

দ্বারা কয়া সরেরাহ

অধ্যয়বনর পযাবাচনার
য
রভরিবত, ক্ষেত্র পররদলন,
য

পররবেলগত মান ক্ষেসাইন পযবেেণ,
য
পররবেলগত ও মৎসয সাবভয, ক্ষেকবহাল্ডারবদর পরামল,য

CALPUFF

োয়়ুর গুণমান রেচ্ছুরণ মবেরিং পযাবাচনা
য
এেিং সাউন্ড মবেরিং েযেহার কবর সম্ভােয প্রভাবের গুরুত্ব
এেিং পদ্ধরত েযেহার কবর মূযায়ন করা হয়।

েযেহার কবর

রনম্নররিত মানদণ্ড

আভযাক্ট ভাত্রায: ম্ভাফয প্রকল্পেয প্রবাফ প্রকল্পেয স্থায়ীত্ব, এরাকায বফস্তৃ বি; বিভুবিিা; ম্ভাফনা;
এফং ভানম্মি প্রভন ফযফস্থায উয বববি কল্পয প্রধান, বযবভি এফং গ ৌন গেণীকযণ কযা
ল্পয়ল্পছ।
বযল্পপ্টল্পযয ংল্পফদনীরিা: বযল্পপ্টল্পযয ংল্পফদনীরিা

জনংিযায মযাল্পরাচনা

এফং াআল্পেয

বফবষ্ট্যিায উয বববি কল্পয বনধযাযণ কযা ল্পয়ল্পছ।
ূফযানুভান প্রবাফ  ঝুুঁ বক: প্রকল্পেয উাদান ভূল্পয ূফযানুভান প্রবাফ এফং ঝুুঁ বক বনল্পে ংবিপ্ত
অকাল্পয প্রদান কযা আর।
গেবজং: দুটি ৃথক আঅআএ ল্পফলণা কযা ল্পয়ল্পছ (ক) ভংরা ফন্দল্পযয প্রকে াআল্পেয এফং
(ি) নযটি অউোয ফাল্পযয মাা ভংরা ফন্দয কিৃয ল্পিয (এভবএ) িাযা বযচাবরি এফং
বযল্পফ বধদপ্তল্পযয িাযা নুল্পভাবদি ল্পয়ল্পছ। উল্পেিয গিাল্পন নদী িনল্পনয প্রবাফ এফং প্রভন
ফযফস্থায বফস্তাবযি বফফযণ প্রস্তাফ কযা ল্পয়ল্পছ।
নযাববল্প ানার প্রবাফ: কয়রা বযফল্পনয ফ ধযল্পণয নযাববল্প ানার প্রবাফ গমভন নুমুক্ত রুে
বনফযাচন, কয়রা দাল্পনয স্বিঃস্ফূ িয ম্ভাফনা, জাাল্পজয ংঘল্পলযয কাযল্পণ কয়রা  গিরয
spillage, জাাজ ডু ল্পফ মায়ায কাযল্পণ কয়রা  গিরয spillage, কয়রা বযফল্পনয ভয় বন যি
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ধুরা, বফলাক্ত যাায়বনক বনস্কৃ বি, প্রল্পয়াজনীয় বটি এফং অল্পরায দৃবপ্ত আিযাবদ এফং
বনযল্পনয উায় এভবএ বনয়ভ এফং অআএভ কনল্পবনল্পন বনধযাবযি ল্পয়ল্পছ।

িাা

জরিল্পরয ব্দ এফং কম্পন: গজটি বনভযাল্পণয ভয় Drcvw`Z জরিল্পরয ব্দ এফং কম্পন ভাছ এফং
ডরবপল্পনয ফফাল্প বফঘ্ন ঘোল্পি াল্পয এফং জল্পরয উল্পযয ব্দ এফং কম্পন স্থানীয় ফাবন্দা 
াবিল্পদয বফযবক্তয কাযণ ল্পি াল্পয। nVvr এফং বফযাভ ব্দ শুল্পদয অচযণ  াযীযফৃিীয়
প্রবাফ বফস্তায কযল্পি াল্পয।
ফবধযি অল্পরা: জাাজ, ফাজয আিযাবদ গথল্পক বন যি অল্পরা ার্শ্যফিী স্থানীয়  বিবথ াবি 
নযানয ফনজপ্রাবণয জীফন মাত্রায় প্রবাফ বফস্তায কযল্পি াল্পয। উল্পেিয the Masked Fin foot,
Spoon Billed Sandpiper, White Romped Vulture, Slender-billed Vulture, White-headed Duck, and
Greater Spotted Eagle are আিযাবদ

বফন্ন ফল্পর বফল্পফবচি।
ফবধযি াভুবিক ট্রাবপক: ফবধযি াভুবিক ট্রাবপক ডরবপ ন, , ভাছ

কাুঁকডা এফং

প্রকল্পেয াআল্পেয ফাস্তুংস্থাল্পনয

একটি হুভবক ল্পি াল্পয: গমভন ুস্বাদুাবনয ডরবপন জরমাল্পনয াল্পথ ধাক্কা গিল্পয় অি ল্পি াল্পয।

Kqjv c‡o hvIqv (Spillage) এফং Dust ( aywjKYv): ফড জাাজ গথল্পক গছাে জাাল্পজ
গফাঝাআ  িারা কযায ভয় ার্শ্যফিী জীফন



এফং প্রকল্পেয গজটিল্পি

কয়রা

াছারা বজবফক উাদান প্রবাবফি ল্পি াল্পয। এ’ ফযাাল্পয

বযল্পফফান্ধফ বনয়ভ নীবি নুযণ কযায জনয প্রস্তাফ কযা ল্পে। গমভন: বযল্পফফান্ধফ ট্রান্সবায ফযফয কযা,
এভবএ বনল্পদযবকা  অআএভ যীবিনীবি নুযণ কযা। িদুবয বফর্শ্ ঐবিমযফাী স্থান (ুন্দযফন) বযায কল্পয
এফং ুন্দযফল্পনয আল্পকাবল্পেভ নুযনযিভ ংকোন্ন য় এভন স্থানল্পক গনাঙয ফাুঁধায স্থান বল্পফ বনধযাযণ কযা
ল্পয়ল্পছ। গনাঙয ফাুঁধায জনয wZbwU ¯’vb বনধযাযণ কযা ল্পয়ল্পছ hvi g‡a¨ গপয়াযল্পয় eqv I gvRnvi c‡q›U ( nvievwiqv) ‡K AwaK Dchy³
wn‡m‡e wPwýZ Kiv n‡q‡Q

। AvKivg c‡q‡›U I RvnvR

গপয়াযল্পয়ফয়ল্পি এফং নযটি

গনাঙয Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i |

নল্পবম্বয গথল্পক ভাচয মযন্ত ৪-৫

ভাগয জনয

ফছল্পযয ফাবক ভল্পয়য জনয াফযাবযয়াল্পি (ভাজায ল্পয়ন্ট) । গনাঙয কযায উবয়

স্থানআ এভবএ গি উল্পেবিি অল্পছ।
দূলণ: জাাজ গথল্পক বন যি ফজযয ভাছ এফং কাুঁকডায

অফাস্থল্পরয ধ:িন এফং উ

rাদন  ন্তযবুবক্তযণল্পক

ফযি কযল্পি াল্পয। এিৎ বনযল্পনয রল্পিয ফন্দল্পযয মযাপ্ত ুবফধাবদ গমভন: শুষ্ক ফবষ্ট্াং  জাাজ গধাুঁয়া াবন
এফং িরানী একটি কূ বিযী কল্পয

িাাল্পি বফজ্ঞান বববিক

কয়রা ফনকাযী জাাল্পজয কাঠাল্পভা ি ফা গভকাবনকযার ফযথযিা
ডায কাযণ

ল্পি াল্পয।

চরা উবচি নয়, “বফ”

ুষ্ঠু ফযফস্থা গনয়ায জনয প্রস্তাফ কযা ল্।
নদীল্পি জাাজ ডু বফ,

গির  জ্বারাবন ছবডল্পয়

এআ ফস্থা গথল্পক বযত্রাণ ায়ায জনয ঘণ্টায় ৪০ বকবভ এয বধক ফািাল্প

ভাল্পনয কয়রাফাী জাাজ

barge

IMSBC গকাড নুযণ  দুঘযেনায গিল্পত্র বির গযন্স

কল্পন্টআনল্পভন্ট (aviK) বযকেনা ফাস্তফায়ন কযা উবচি।
ংঘলযজাবনি SuywK: জাাল্পজয ংঘলয

 grounding এয ঝুুঁ বক অল্পছ। এ ধযল্পণয প্রবাফ এডাল্পনায জনয জাাজ

চরাচল্পরয যাস্তা ঠিক এফং মযাপ্ত নযাববল্প ানার উকযণ িাযা বিি যািল্পি ল্পফ। বনবদয ষ্ট্ অফায়া 
জাাল্পজয ভারাভাল্পরয বফবষ্ট্য নুমায়ী উমুক্ত যঞ্জাভাবদ বনফযাবচি কযা, বনয়বভি
কযা, জাাজল্পক compartmentalized কযা আিযাবদ।
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গুঁ চকা াল্পযন বনবিি

কয়রা স্বিঃস্ফূ িয দন:
এফং গোল্পযল্পজয

বি বনযািা বযকেনা ফাস্তফায়ন  ফ কভীল্পদয প্রবিণল্পনয িাযা কয়রা বযফল্পনয

ভয় স্বিঃস্ফূ িয জ্বরল্পনয ঝুুঁ বক এডাল্পনা গমল্পি াল্পয । বি প্রবিল্পযাধক ববেরকাযক দাথয এফং

বিপ্রবিল্পযাধক কটিফন্ধ বযফাক বল্পেল্পভয জনয ফযফায কযা উবচZ|
প্রকে বনভযাল্পনয ভয় ববফাী েবভক 

স্থানীয় ম্প্রদাল্পয়য নাযীল্পদয ভল্পধয বভথবিয়া য ভাধযল্পভ

এআচঅআবব /

এআড , এটিবড / STI বফস্তাল্পযয এফং টিবফ ংক্রাভগনয ম্ভাফয ঝুুঁ বক যবয়াল্পছ
ববং ফৃবি গনবিফাচকবাল্পফ ভাছ এফং বচংবড ফৃবি, স্থানীয় ম্প্রদাল্পয়য জীবফকায য বনবয য মায য প্রবাফ
গপরল্পি াল্পয . যল্পি , ঝাল্পভরা শুককীে ংক্রাভক এফং ারাক্রল্পভ ভা ভাছ গাষ্ট্ কযল্পি grm¨  বনবয যীর
জীবফকাi জনয উকাযী ল্পফ|

আবিফাচক প্রবাফ:
কামযক্রল্পভয ভি

প্রকে বনভযাণ  াল্পযল্পনয
আবিফাচক প্রবাফ গপরল্পফ।

জাাজ  ট্রান্স-বায গথল্পক উত্ন্ন
ফনযপ্রাণীয উয

গনবিফাচক প্রবাফ

ভয় নিু ন কভযংস্থাল্পনয এফং ফবধযি থযননবিক

kã অফাবক এফং বিবথ াবি
‡dj‡Z cv‡i

াবযাবর্শ্যক বযল্পফ



। নল্পয়জ ভল্পডবরল্পঙয ভয় ট্রান্সবল্পভন্ট ল্পয়ল্পন্টয

 জাাল্পজয ধযন বযফিয ন বফল্পফচনা কযা ল্পয়ল্পছ। গনবিফাচক প্রবাফ-

১ গপয়াযল্পয় ফয়াল্পি

ট্রান্সবাল্পযয ভাধযল্পভ গকছাআজ জাাজ গথল্পক গছাে জাাল্পজ কয়রা নাভাল্পনা ল্পফ।

গনবিফাচক প্রবাফ- ২

াযফাবযয়া গথল্পক াভানয বনেবদল্পক ভাযজান ল্পয়ল্পন্ট কুরী অকাল্পযয ফড জাাজ গথল্পক গছাে
জাাল্পজ কয়রা নাভাল্পনা ল্পফ। নল্পয়জ ভল্পডর গথল্পক গদিা মায় গম, উবয় গিল্পত্রআ

k‡ãi বযভাণ

বদফা-যাল্পত্র kã বনয়ন্ত্রন অআল্পনয (২০০৬)বনধযাবযি বভানায ভল্পধযআ থাকল্পফ।
াবযাবযক ফািাল্পয গুণ ি ভান: প্রকল্পেয প্রধান বন:mযল্পনয স্থান গথল্পক বন যি দূলণ SO2,
NO2, CO, PM2.5 ও PM10. এর প্রবাফ নুভাল্পনয জনয CALPUFF ফযফায কযা ল্পয়ল্পছ।
MvwYwZK ভল্পডবরং বফল্পেলণ গথল্পক ম্ভাফয দূলণ ম্পল্পকয জানা মায় গম,


গফআরাআন  প্রকল্পেয গিল্পত্র NO2

এয ভাত্রা নুল্পভাবদি ভাল্পনয ভল্পধযআ থাকল্পফ। প্রকে

ফাস্তফায়ল্পনয কাযল্পণ এআ ভাত্রা নুল্পভাবদি ভানল্পক গকানবাল্পফআ বিক্রভ কযায ম্ভাফনা
নাআ।


গফআরাআন  প্রকল্পেয গিল্পত্র SO2 Gi cwigvY d‡j evZv‡m gvÎ 0.1 µg/m3 e„w× cv‡e| wKš‘ ZviciI G nvi
wba©vwiZ gvbgvÎvi †P‡q A‡bK Kg _vK‡e|



PM2.5 Ges PM10 Gi m‡ev©”P gvÎvq †Kvb cwieZ©b †`Lv hvqwb, KviY `y‡Uv cwiKwíZ cÖK‡íB 275 wg: D”P wPgwb e¨envi Kivi
mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q|

evZv‡m cÖK‡íi µgcywÄf~Z cÖfve: ewY©Z cÖK‡íi Kvi‡Y evZv‡m cywÄf~Z cÖfvi wbiæc‡Yi Rb¨ ivgcvj we`¨yr cÖK‡íi wØZxq
ch©vq Ges Iwiq‡bi Kqjv wfwËK we`¨yr cÖKí‡K we‡ePbv Kiv nq wKš‘ cvIqvi wWwfkb, evsjv‡`k miKvi n‡Z me©‡kl cvIqv
Z‡_¨ Rvbv hvq †h `ywU cÖKí Kqjvi cwie‡Z© ‡mŠi we`¨yr Drcv`b Ki‡e|ZvQvov fwel¨‡Z G c‡_ µgea©gvb †bŠ-PjvPj Gi
Dcw¯’wZI we‡ePbv K‡i wbk:iY g‡Wwjs Kiv n‡q‡Q|
1.
2.

SO2 Gi cwigvY DwjøwLZ 2wU cÖKí I µge×©gvb ‡bŠ PjvPj Gi welqwU we‡ePbv Kivi d‡j evZv‡m m‡·i cwigvY gvÎ 5.1
µg/m3 e„w× cv‡e| wKš‘ ZviciI G nvi wba©vwiZ gvbgvÎvi †P‡q A‡bK Kg _vK‡e|
PM2.5 Ges PM10 Gi m‡ev©”P gvÎvq †Kvb cwieZ©b †`Lv hvqwb, KviY `y‡Uv cwiKwíZ cÖK‡íB 275 wg: D”P wPgwb e¨envi Kivi
mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q|

Rxe-‰ewP‡Îi Dci cywÄf‚Z cÖfvet ewa©Z †bŠ-PjvP‡ji Rb¨ Wjwd‡bi PjvPj evavMÖ¯Í n‡Z cv‡i| Kqjv cwien‡bi Kvi‡Y cÖvwYi
Avevm¯’‡ji Dci weiƒc cÖfve cwi‡Z cv‡i| Kqjv a~wjKYv my›`ie‡bi ev¯‘ms¯’v‡bi (Ecosystem) Dci weiƒc cÖfve †dj‡Z
cv‡i|
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cwi‡ekMZ I mvgvwRK e¨e¯’vcbv cwiKíbv: cÖK‡íi mwVK ev¯Íevq‡bi wbwg‡Ë Gi wewfbœ `dvq †hgb: wbg©vY-c~e©, wbg©vYKvjxb I
wbg©vY cieZ©x ch©v‡q GKwU we¯ÍvwiZ cwi‡ekMZ I mvgvwRK e¨e¯’vcbv cwiKíbvi (ESMP) mycvwik Kiv nq| wbg©vY-c~e©Kvjxb
mg‡qi g~j Kvh©µg n‡”Q †WªwRs| wbg©vYKvjxb mg‡q g~j Kvh©µg n‡”Q ‡RwU wbg©vY I Kqjv ÷K BqvW©| cÖKí PjvKvjxb
Kvh©cÖYvjxi g‡a¨ Ab¨Zg n‡”Q: (1) gv`vi †f‡mj, (2) UªvÝwkcvi, (3) †QvU Kqjv enbKvix RvnvR Øviv Kqjv cÖKí GjvKvq
¯’vbvšÍwiZ Kiv| hvi m¤¢ve¨ cÖfve wbim‡Y cªv‡qvwMK I h‡_vchy³ cÖkgb e¨e¯’vcbvi mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q|
cÖvwZôvwbK e¨e¯’vcbv: BIFPCL GKwU cÖKí e¨e¯’vcbv I evwbwR¨K wbqš¿Y (PMCC) MVb Ki‡e hvnv cwi‡ek, ¯^v¯’¨ I wbivcËv
(EHSU) e¨e¯’v mywbwðZ Ki‡e| GB EHSU BDwbU Gi g~j `vwqZ¡ n‡”Q mycvwikK…Z cwi‡ekMZ I mvgvwRK e¨e¯’vcbv
cwiKíbvi mwVK ev¯Íevqb Z`viwK I wbwðZ Kiv| GZ`e¨ZxZ, EHSU BDwbU Emergency Response Plan Gi ev¯Íevqb
Z`viwK Ki‡e| GKwU External Monitoring Agency (EMA) Gi mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q hvnv MwVZ nB‡e wewfbœ cÖvwZôvwbK
we‡klÄ mgb¦‡q, h_vt MPA, FD, DoE, National Environmental Groups Ges AvšÍh©vwZK we‡klÄ|
‡ÿvf wbimb cÖwµqv: GB cÖK‡íi Kvi‡Y Rbmvavi‡bi Zi‡d †Kv‡bv ai‡Yi †ÿv‡fi D™¢e n‡j Zvnvi wbim‡b BIFPCL Gi
gva¨‡g GKwU Kvh©Ki wewfbœ ¯Í‡ii KwgwU MV‡bi mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q| D³ KwgwU `ywU ¯Í‡i MwVZ nB‡e h_vt Local Grievance
Redress Committee (LGRC) and Project Grievance Redress Committee (PGRC) hvnv m‡e©v”P mvZ (7) w`‡bi
g‡a¨ ‡ÿvf wbim‡bi e¨e¯’v Ki‡e|
cÖkgb cwiKíbv (ESMP)t wb‡¤œewY©Z Q‡K cÖkgb cwiKíbv I Zvi ev¯ÍevqbKvix `vwqZ¡ we¯ÍvwiZfv‡e eY©bv Kiv n‡q‡Q|
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QK: cwi‡e‡ki Dci m¤¢ve¨ cÖfve cÖkgb cwiKíbv

Environmental
Impacts

VECs/Issues

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

1. PRE-CONSTRUCTION PHASE
A1. Disposal of
dredged materials

A2. Dredging
activities in
waterways

Dredge material disposal
may require land
acquisition/ requisition.

Dredging activities in the
waterways may cause
conflict with other traffic
operation, may create
congestion or lead to
accidents or disturbance to
fishermen.



All affected people of private land will be compensated
according to national regulations.



In country side, wetlands (like connectivity, intertidal area,
etc.) having the significance of conservation and
dispersion of biodiversity should be avoided in dumping of
dredged spoil/material.



In case of forest, it is strictly prohibited to dumping of
dredged spoil; in that case hopper dredging should be
used and disposal of spoil at greater depth area of the
river/sea.

 Notification to communities and river users prior to
initiation of dredging. Erection of buoys in the area to alert
river vessels passing the dredging site.
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Dredging
Contractors

MPA, BIFPCL

Dredging
Contractors

MPA, BIFPCL

VECs/Issues
B. Sundarbans
Ecosystem

C. Aquatic Species
C1. Dolphin and
other endangered
species

C2. Fish and Shrimp
farming

D. Conventions and
Codes

Environmental
Impacts
Adverse impacts on the
Sundarbans ecosystem due
to improper selection of
coal logistics (i.e.,
transportation route, and
anchorage point and transshipper).

Dolphins and other aquatic
species, such as the
critically endangered
Batagur turtle (Batagur
baska) and vulnerable
small clawed otter (Aonyx
cinerea) maybe negatively
impacted by an improper
route selection.
Improper selection of coal
logistics (i.e.,
transportation route,
anchorage point and transshipper) may lead to loss of
fish and shrimp, on which
many people depend on for
their livelihoods.
Suppliers/shippers of coal
are obliged to comply with
International Convention
for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships to
prevent pollution of the
marine environment and

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
 Findings of alternative analysis reveal that the designated
route of the Mongla Port Authority (MPA) along the Passur
River is the best feasible route, which will have less
environmental impacts compared to other alternatives.
Anchorage points were selected based on draft and
avoidance of close-proximity of World Heritage Site and in
accordance with national guidelines to entail minimal
disturbance to Sundarbans ecosystem.

Coal logistics and
ESIA Consultant

Forest
Department,
MPA, EHSUBIFPCL

 Route selection was finalized with the intention of avoiding
dolphin sanctuary in Shela and Dangmari.

Coal logistics and
ESIA Consultant

Forest
Department,
MPA, EHSUBIFPCL

Coal logistics and
ESIA Consultant

Forest and
Fishing
Departments,
MPA, EHSUBIFPCL

Shippers

MPA,
CPO/BIFPCL

 Primary survey on dolphin abundance was conducted in
both Chandpai and Dangmari sanctuaries.

 MPA designated
transportation.

route

was

selected

for

coal

 Standing long-term contract with coal producers who
comply with MARPOL and IMSBC Code.
 Shippers will be responsible for assessing and declaring
whether cargoes are harmful to the marine environment
(HME) using specific environmental classification criteria.
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VECs/Issues

Environmental
Impacts
International Maritime
Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC)
Code, which has the
objective of ensuring safe
transport of solid bulk
cargoes including coal.

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Shippers will maintain updated documents in compliance
with the requirements of MARPOL and the IMSBC Code
with respect to coal cargoes.
 Maintain documents with a comprehensive review of the
chemical properties of coal, including the identification of
organic and inorganic compounds in coal, elements, and
minerals.

2. CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Social Impacts
E. Employment
opportunities

Generation of
employment.

 Temporary employment for local workers and technicians,
local unskilled labors during construction of plant jetty will
be encouraged by the EPC Contractor. Also, employment
of local people during engineering surveys.

EPC Contractor

OE, BIFPCL

Increased economic
activity.

 New market for local produces, more sale and revenue
generation during dredging activity and jetty construction.

EPC Contractor

OE, BIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

E1. Economic
activities
E2. Economic
activities

 As a result of the influx of a workforce, there shall be a
higher demand for locally produced food, goods and
services benefiting local farmers, producers, traders
including small shops within project area.
F. Occupational Health
and Safety
F1. Accidental risks

Risk of accidents and
unsafe working conditions
for workforce.

 Occupational Health and Safety Plan (OHSP) to be
implemented.
 Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP) to be implemented.
 Observance of mock drill on OHSP & EPP at regular interval.
 Contractor should follow relevant IFC Performance Standard
(PS) like PS-2 on Labor and Working Conditions; PS-3 on
Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention and PS-4 on
Community Health, Safety, and Security.
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VECs/Issues

Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Safety training for all workers should be ensured prior
starting work.

F2. Security risks

Security risks for workers
and project staffs,
especially from pirates and
bandits who are known to
roam the area and carryout kidnappings for
ransoms.

 Continued consultations with the local leaders and local
community representatives on security matters.
 Security at the work sites and camps.

Coast Guard,
Navy, EPC
Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Issuance of Identification Cards to workers and checking
them properly when get into the workplace.
 Access to the camps and accommodation facilities must be
controlled through gated entrances and entrance and exit
logs with security personnel shall be maintained at each
entrance.
 Preparation and implementation of the contractor’s
Communication plan to engage local leaders and
community.
 Implement ECP 14: Construction and Operation Phase
Security.

F3. Risk to assets

Inadequate construction
site security poses a
significant risk to assets,
construction materials and
property, especially the
dredgers. Theft/vandalism
of assets, materials and
property would increase
construction costs and
cause delays in project
completion.

 Ensure security at the work sites and camps.
 Employ night watchman and security personnel from forest
department for periods of dredging, significant on-site
storage or when the area necessitates.
 Ensure there is proper fencing around construction site
perimeter, chain-link at least 2.4 m high and secured with a
steel chain and lock.
 Pre-employment screening investigations should be used to
verify the applicants relating to their employment,
education and criminal history background.
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VECs/Issues

Environmental
Impacts

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
 Issuance of identity cards to workers
 Implement ECP 14: Construction and Operation Phase
Security

F4. Cultural
conflicts

Possible cultural conflicts
between communities and
workers.

 Conduct awareness campaign and develop Code of Conduct
for workers on local cultural.

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Develop and function the grievance redressal mechanism.
 Develop and implement strong community participation
plan.
F5. HIV/AIDS/STI
risks

Risks of HIV/AIDS and STI
due to the flow of migrant
workers.

 Awareness creation on HIV/AIDS infection and diseases
through a well-designed campaign implementation plan
targeting all risk-prone groups.
 Empowering women
construction work.

F6. Local facilities

F7. Risk from
hazardous
chemicals

G. Terminal, Jetty,
Conveyor System and

through

employment

in

the

Increased pressures on
local facilities (i.e.,
mosques, health care
facilities) due to in-flux of
migrant labors/workers.
Health and safety risk of
the community due to the
existence of a construction
site(s) and the storage and
use of hazardous
chemicals.

 Construction contractors will provide all required facilities
for workers, so workers will not put pressure on local
facilities.

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 The Contractor shall follow WBGEHS guidelines and PS-4 on
Community Health, Safety, and Security.

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

Temporary land requisition
by the contractor during

 Land has already been acquired as part of the power plant
development. The Contractor will place a requisition for a

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Hazardous materials will be safely stored on bunded area in
a secured place.
 Exposed stockpiles of materials will be covered with
tarpaulin or impervious sheets before a rainstorm occurs.
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VECs/Issues
Coal Stockyard
G1. Change in land
use
G2. Risk from
increased traffic

G3. Dredging
impact on aquatic
organisms

Environmental
Impacts
construction activities may
bring change in existing
land use.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
parcel of land to the Proponent for temporary activities.
 In case further land acquisition is required, it will be
acquired in accordance with National Land acquisition act
by the BIFPCL.

Safety hazards due to
increased traffic especially
for children and elderly
people.

 ECP 10: Traffic Management Plan addressing general access
to be implemented.

Dredging and excavation
activities could affect
aquatic organisms in two
means; directly and
indirectly. Directly by
displacing, increasing
turbidity and
sedimentation of waters,
degrading water quality,
and producing noise and
substrate alterations.
Indirectly by the dumping
dredged spoil in
wetland/connectivity.

 Impacts can be reduced or eliminated through the use of
various techniques, procedures, or technologies such as
timing restrictions on in-water work.

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Safety and security actions and procedures to protect local
community during construction phase.

 Sealed grab dredger can be used to reduce sediment loss
during dredging. The speed of grabs can be controlled to
minimise the disturbance to the riverbed;
 Use sequential dredging to avoid dredging activity during
specific time periods in particularly environmentally
sensitive areas.
 Silt curtains will be provided to restrict the spreading of
sediment plumes.
 Disposal of dredged spoil
wetland/connectivity route.

will

be

avoided

in

 Chambering procedure will be followed during disposal of
dredged spoil.
 In case of forest side dredging, hopper dredging can be used
for disposal of dredged spoil at deep river/sea considering.
Environmental Impacts
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VECs/Issues
H. Air Pollution

Environmental
Impacts
Emissions of dust and air
pollution will be generated
from operation of
dredgers, construction
equipment and vehicles,
material transport, and site
clearance.

Mitigation Measures
 Water the soil surface and any non-asphalted roads,
especially in the dry season.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Water the soil before starting excavating.
 The storage and handling of spoil, subsoil, topsoil and
materials will be carefully managed to minimize the risk of
wind-blown material and dust.
 Cover hauling vehicles carrying dusty materials moving
outside the construction site.
 Fit vehicles with appropriate exhaust systems and emission
control devices.
 Implement Air Quality Management Plan.
 Use wind fencing in construction areas that are frequently
subjected to high winds.
 Reduce activities that create fugitive dust during windy
conditions.

I. Increased Use of
Lights

Increased lighting during
construction will impact
the surrounding wildlife
and birds.

 Minimize night-time activity (where practical).
 Use light on an “as and when needed” basis.
 Direct lighting toward the ground on working areas,
reducing the height of lighting to the extent possible and
minimizing the number of lights required through strategic
placement.
 Eliminate upward directed light.
 Use fittings on lamps to direct light and confine the spread
of light.
 Follow lighting plans.
 Halogen bulb/light can be used for its longevity, free from
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VECs/Issues

Environmental
Impacts

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
mercury, higher efficiency, money saving, etc.

J. Construction Camps

Impact on surrounding
environment and
communities from
Construction Camps

 Community engagement plan will be prepared by the EPC
Contractor as part of the CEAP and made functional for
bringing cultural and communal harmony between the
community and the workers.

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 During construction phase the contractor site camps should
be properly managed. Water usage, fuelwood cutting,
deforestation, trees injury should be avoided. Community of
the area should not be affected. Proper sanitation and
construction machinery should be maintained according to
environmental standards.
K. Fuel and Chemical
Spillage

Contamination of soil and
surface water due to the
accidental spills and
leakage of fuels and
chemicals.

 Contractor will prepare and implement Pollution Prevention
Plan as part of the CEAP.
 Implement ECP
Management.

2:

Fuels

and

Hazardous

Goods

 Contractor to confine the contaminants immediately after
such accidental spillage.
 Contractor to collect contaminated soils and washouts
containing petroleum products treat and dispose them in
environment friendly manner.
 All areas intended for storage of hazardous materials to be
quarantined and provided with adequate facilities to
combat emergency situations complying all the applicable
statutory stipulation.
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VECs/Issues
L. Solid Waste and
Effluent

Environmental
Impacts
Impact of solid waste and
waste effluents.

Mitigation Measures
 Implement ECP 1 Waste Management.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Siting of fuel and hazardous material storage sites, including
refuelling facilities, batching plants and construction yards
are to be located outside the flood embankments and at
least 500 m away from any residential areas.
 Hazardous waste will be disposed of by designated
contractors.
 Good housekeeping will be adopted to reduce generation of
construction wastes and the potential water pollution.

M. River Habitat

Impact on river habitats
(i.e., breeding and nesting
sites) from construction
activities, including riverine
vegetation clearance.

 Control of sediment flow from the construction activities
 Silt curtains along river training works and/or other industry
good practice management controls will be used to restrict
the spread of sediment released during construction of
Terminal/Jetty/Materials Offloading Facility earthen
causeway.
 Minimize and restrict clearing of river slope and river bank
vegetation as much as possible.
 Implement ECP 13 Protection of Fauna for species with
conservation significance especially endangered and near
threatened.

N. Pile driving activities

Overpressure from pile
driving activities will harm
marine animals, including
dolphins and other aquatic
species, such as the
critically endangered
Batagur turtle (Batagur
baska) and vulnerable
small clawed otter (Aonyx
cinerea).

 Pile driving will be completed using Best Management
Practices for Pile Driving and Related Operations.
 Conferring with appropriate organizations to determine the
preferred timing and methods of the pile driving.
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VECs/Issues
O. Underwater Noise
Level

Environmental
Impacts
Noise from in-water
construction along with pile
driving generates intense
underwater sound pressure
waves that may adversely
affect riverine organisms
including vocalization and
behavior of fish, dolphins
and other animals.

Mitigation Measures
 Use of vibratory hammers instead of impact hammers
 Monitoring of underwater noise levels and use of
underwater air bubble curtains, metal or fabric sleeves to
surround the piles to reduce noise levels if required.
 A large bubble curtain consists of a hose with drilled holes,
supplied with compressed air. The hose is placed on the
river bed and the air escaping from the holes forms the
bubble screen.
 Hydro Sound Damper consists of fishing nets with small
balloon filled with gas and foam - tuned to resonant
frequencies fixed to it. It can be applied in different ways.
 Setting up cofferdam which consists of a rigid steel tube
surrounding the pile. Once the pile is stabbed into the
cofferdam, the water is pumped out.
 Conduct pile driving during low tides in intertidal and
shallow subtidal areas.
 Reduce the dredger noise at source by isolation of exhaust
systems, by keeping engine room doors shut and by
additional measures such as shielding.
 Implement seasonal restrictions when necessary to avoid
construction-related impacts to habitat during species’
critical life history stages (e.g., spawning and egg
development periods).
 Reduce sound pressure impacts during pile installation by
using wood or concrete piles, rather than hollow steel piles
which produce intense, sharp spikes of sound that are more
damaging to fish and dolphins having air cavities.
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Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

VECs/Issues
P. Collision with
Dolphin

Q. Terminal, Jetty,
Conveyor System and
Coal Stockyard

Environmental
Impacts
Risk of dolphin collision
with construction vehicles
or supply vessels in River.

Clearing of natural
vegetation and trees during
construction activities in
project areas.

Q1. Clearing of
natural vegetation

Mitigation Measures
 Restrict the motor boat speeds to 15 km/hour

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

 Restrict boat movement within 500 m band of area around
the construction site if river width permits.Avoid areas
where Dolphins are known to congregate.
 Vegetation clearance shall be limited to the extent required
for execution of works.
 Avoid felling cutting down of tree species of conservation
significance and those that are protected, even those that
act as nesting and breeding sites.
 Tree planation will be carried out in and other suitable areas
near the river training works of the plant jetty at a ratio of 5
new trees per each tree felt.
 Contractor will follow ECPs 7 and 8 on Protection of Flora
and Fauna while tree felling.
 Include environmental management and awareness as part
of training for employees during construction.

Q2. Loss of faunal
habitat

Loss of faunal habitat at
locations of construction
works, camp, staff quarters
and on access/haul routes
due to the felling of trees.

 Minimize construction or civil works in the critical habitats
of birds.
 Use of existing access road and limit the width of new
access roads.
 Implement ECP 8 Protection of Fauna for species with
conservation significance especially endangered and near
threatened.
 Plantation of native trees for restoring the lost habitats of
birds and other wildlife.
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VECs/Issues
Q3. Impact on top
soil

Environmental
Impacts
Earthworks will impact the
fertile top soils that are
enriched with nutrients
required for plant growth

Mitigation Measures
 Strip the top soil to a depth of 35 cm and store in stock piles
of height not exceeding 2m.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/ BIFPCL

 Remove unwanted materials from top soil like grass, roots
of trees and others.
 Spread the topsoil to maintain the physico-chemical and
biological activity of the soil. The stored top soil will be
utilized for covering all disturbed area and along the
proposed plantation sites.

Q4. Terrestrial
invertebrates

Q5. Increased
traffic congestion

Excavation works will
impact on the loss of
habitats especially the
terrestrial invertebrates
that live in the ground.
Increased Traffic on local
roads will affect access to
the trading centre and,
houses close to the road,
deteriorate safety
(especially the school
children), spillage of fuels
and chemicals, and damage
to infrastructures and
properties due to vibration

 Avoid construction during rainy season
 Minimize digging of trenches and vegetation clearance to
minimum required level.
 Contractor will implement traffic management plan to
ensure uninterrupted traffic movement during construction.
 Restrict truck deliveries, where practicable, to day time
working hours.
 Restrict the transport of oversize loads.
 Enforce on-site speed limit, especially close to the sensitive
receptors, schools, health centres, etc.
 Implement ECP 10: Traffic Management
 Inspect structures within the close proximity of construction
site for damages.
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Q6. Noise and
vibration from
operation

Environmental
Impacts
Operation of heavy
equipment and transport
vehicles, operation will
cause noise and vibration
affecting workers and the
nearby population.

Mitigation Measures
 Construction activities near settlements will be limited to
day time only (8AM – 6PM).

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

EPC Contractor

OE/ BIFPCL

 High noise producing equipment will be provided with
mufflers or acoustic hood/enclosures.
 Install acoustic enclosures around generators and install
temporary noise control barriers where appropriate to
reduce noise levels.
 Fit high efficiency mufflers to appropriate construction
equipment.
 Notify affected communities in advance regarding major
noisy operation.
 Implement Noise Management Plan

Q7. Temporary
breeding pools

Loss of temporary breeding
pools and pans due to
refilling of such pools by
construction soil or gravel.

 Schedule construction during dry season to reduce impact
since the amphibian populations will be low during nonbreeding season
 Fence off the trenches with nets to prevent amphibians
falling into the trap.
 Implement ECP 8 Protection of Fauna for species with
conservation significance especially endangered and near
threatened.

Q8. Borrow and
quarry activities

Impact of borrow and
quarry activities.

 Borrow/quarry areas will be developed close to the project
area for extraction of earth material and aggregates for
river protection works.
 No private lands or agriculture lands will be used for
borrowing.
 Minimize volume of borrow material by using dredged
material generated from the project.
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 The use of explosive should be used as low as possible to
reduce noise, vibration, and dust.
 Control dust and air pollution by application of watering.
 Photographs recorded of each burrow area showing preconstruction baseline for comparison with after
rehabilitation
Q9. Archeological
assets/graveyards

Disturbance/damage to
unidentified archaeological
asset or graveyard.

 No archaeological sites are reported within the construction
areas. However, in case any artefact or site of
archaeological, cultural, historical, or religious significance
are discovered during construction activities, the works will
be stopped in that area, and the appropriate department
will be informed.

EPC Contractor

(Archaeology
Department
during a Chance
Find)

 It is imperative to develop a procedure for management of
‘Chance Finds’. IFC’s PS 8- Cultural Heritage should be
followed by the Contractor.
Q10. Religious sites
R. Capital Dredging
Activities (Outer Bar,
Base Creek to Mongla
Port, Mongla Port to
Project Site)
R1. Impacts of
dredging on aquatic
species

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

Disturbance to sites of
religious importance

 Locations of all schemes are at a safe distance from sites of
religious importance.

EPC Contractor

OE/EHSUBIFPCL

Dredging and excavation
activities could affect
aquatic organisms in two
means; directly and
indirectly. Directly by
displacing, increasing
turbidity and
sedimentation of waters,
degrading water quality,
and producing noise and
substrate alterations.
Indirectly by the dumping

 Impacts can be reduced or eliminated through the use of
various techniques, procedures, or technologies such as
timing restrictions on in-water work.

Dredging
Contractors

MPA, OE,
BIFPCL

 Sealed grab dredger can be used to reduce sediment loss
during dredging. The speed of grabs can be controlled to
minimise the disturbance to the riverbed;
 Use sequential dredging to avoid dredging activity during
specific time periods in particularly environmentally
sensitive areas.
 Silt curtains will be provided to restrict the spreading of
sediment plumes.
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Environmental
Impacts
dredged spoil in
wetland/connectivity
route.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
 Disposal of dredged spoil
wetland/connectivity route.

will

be

avoided

in

 Chambering procedure will be followed during disposal of
dredged spoil.
 In case of forest side dredging, hopper dredging can be used
for disposal of dredged spoil at deep river/sea considering.

R2. Change in river
morphology

R3. Turbidity from
dredged activities

Extensive dredging will be
needed to keep the
channels in the Passur
River alive and open for
navigation (capital dredging
estimated about 6.25
3
million m of dredged spoil)
by the coal barges and
other ship traffic, this can
cause substantial changes
to the morphology of river
channels, potentially
altering the priority
habitats.

 Restrict dredging to design section only where required by
avoiding sensitive areas (dolphin and Batagur turtle and
small-clawed otter, fish spawning areas). No dredging will
be carried out within one hundred meter of these sensitive
areas.

Dredging operation will
cause localized turbidity at
disposal location.

 Proper disposal or containment of dredged materials to
reduce quantities of suspended solids in the water in order
to protect foraging grounds.

Dredging
Contractors

MPA, OE,
BIFPCL

Dredging
Contractors

MPA, OE,
BIFPCL

 Dredging will be restricted during breeding and spawning
period of fish and other sensitive species.
 During dry season no disposal of dredged materials in the
scour holes. Scour holes are used as a refuge by some large
fishes, dolphins and aquatic animals during dry
season/winter.
 The Contractor will follow Biodiversity Management Plan.
 The Contractor should follow IFC’s PS 6- Biodiversity
Conservation and Sustainable Management of Living
Natural Resources.

 Use seasonal restrictions when appropriate to avoid
temporary impacts to habitat during critical life history
stages (e.g., spawning, egg and embryo development, and
juvenile growth).
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Sealed grab dredger will be used for less dispersion of
sediment and corresponding turbidity.

R4. Fish mortality
from toxic
chemicals

R5. Risk to local
river traffic

High risk of mortality of fish
and release of toxic
chemicals or nutrients
(such as phosphates and
nitrates, which may
increase the eutrophic
status of the system), due
to the release of suspended
sediments during dredge
material lifting.

 Select dredging equipment with low risk of sediment
releases from lifting.

The presence of barges and
associated vessels and
discharge pipelines will
pose a risk to local river
traffic. There is also risk of
collision of construction
boats with dolphins and
other wildlife.

 Provide proper navigational lighting and navigation aids for
the barges and associated vessels

Dredging
Contractors

MPA, OE,
BIFPCL

Dredging
Contractors

MPA, OE,
BIFPCL

 Biological tests will be conducted to species that are
considered sensitive and representative to determine,
where appropriate. (a) acute toxicity, (b) chronic toxicity, (c)
the potential for bioaccumulation, and (d) the potential for
tainting.
 If sediment with toxic chemicals is found it is suggested to
avoid disposal at wetlands and any water bodies.
 Setting up cofferdam which consists of a rigid steel tube
surrounding the pile and restrict dispersion of sediment.

 Provide appropriate lighting to all floating pipelines and
buoys
 Limit the motor boat speed to ≤15 km/h in accordance with
the best international practices and to avoid any collision
with dolphins.
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R6. Underwater
noise and vibration

Environmental
Impacts
Underwater noise and
vibration may disrupt fish
and dolphins and above
water noise and vibration
can create nuisance to local
community, disturb birds

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
 Reduce the dredger noise at source by isolation of exhaust
systems, by keeping engine room doors shut and by
additional measures such as shielding.

Dredging
Contractor

OE, EHSUBIFPCL

Dredging
Contractor

OE, EHSUBIFPCL

 The dredger should be equipped with efficient and effective
silencer for limiting the generation of noise.
 Limit the noisy dredging activity to daylight hours, where
possible, rather than at sunrise or sunset (significant for
wildlife). Where unavoidable, the contractor should ramp
up the levels of engines or other noise producing sources,
so that the noise slowly increases. This will encourage
riverine and terrestrial fauna to move away from the source
area prior to significant noise emissions.
 Inspect and maintain equipment in good working condition.

R7. Oil spill during
dredging operation

Oil spill can spread over a
large area from a specific
point or source through
tidal and wave action.

 Barges and boats refuelling will be done with proper care to
avoid any spills.
 Spill kits and other absorbent material at refuelling points
on the barges will be readily available to contain spills.
 Implement Oil Spill Prevention and Response Plan

R8. River erosion
and accretion

S. Impacts on UNESCO
World Heritage Site
(WHS), Sundarbans
South Sanctuary
S1. River habitats
and biodiversity

Erosion and accretion of
the river bed and bank.

 Ensure adequate measure using proper design based on
bathymetric data and dredging as per the design.

Dredging
Contractor

OE, EHSUBIFPCL

Impact on downstream
river habitats and
biodiversity in the
Sundarbans from
construction activities, such
as operation of dredgers,
dredging, and dredge

 Control of sediment flow from the dredging activities.

Dredging
Contractor

OE, EHSUBIFPCL

 Implementation of ECPs, including ECP 1
Management, ECP 2 Fuels and Hazardous
Management, and Noise Management Plan.
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S2. Impacts from
dredging activities

Environmental
Impacts
material disposal.

Movement of dredgers,
dredging operation,
discharge pipelines, and
dredged material disposal
may have a negative
impact on the surrounding
Sundarbans Ecosystem
(including, terrestrial
wildlife, aquatic fauna and
nearby UNESCO World
Heritage site).

Mitigation Measures

 Ensure enforcement of ECA, 1995 (as amended in 2010) and
ECR, 1997 (as amended in 2005), Forest

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Dredging
Contractor

OE, Forest
Department,
EHSU-BIFPCL

BIFPCL

EMA

BIFPCL

EMA

 Protection Act, and other rules, regulation and treaties for
 conserving Sundarbans and Ecological Critical Areas
 Ensure zero disposal of ballast water, zero oil spillage, zero
discharge of waste water, zero dredged material disposal in
WHS.
 Restrict outside lighting of the dredgers during navigation
and dredging operation within the Sundarbans, especially
within close proximity of South Sanctuary.
 Restrict the beaming of searchlight in Forest area/Sea
Shores/Protected Areas

3. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PHASE
Social Impacts
T. Employment
Opportunities

Generation of
employment.

 Employment for local workers and technicians, local
unskilled labors during operation of dredging.
 New employment opportunities in shipping and related
businesses.

T2. Economic
activities

Increased economic
activity.

 Establishment of new private businesses and commercial
enterprises in shipping and at the anchorage points.
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Increase in local business opportunities due to shipping.

T3. Social
disturbance

Social disturbance due to
poor expectation
management of the
project.

 Make formal arrangement for continued communication
and engagement with local stakeholders, in the form of a
community engagement cell.

BIFPCL

EMA

EMA

EHSU/BIFPCL

EMA

EHSU/BIFPCL

 Retain an independent monitoring consultant, for regular
monitoring of various parameters.
 Ensure consistent communication with local communities,
even if there are hurdles in project implementation

T4. Increase in coal
vessel traffic

T5. Fish and Shrimp
growth

Increase in coal and
touristvessels may cause
harm to Sundarbans and
UNESCO Sites.

 Review of shipping impacts on a regular basis and work with
stakeholders to help minimize impacts on protected areas.

Increase in shipping may
negatively impact fish and
shrimp growth, on which
livelihood of local
communities depend on.
The high river traffic might
affect fishing activities in
the river.

 Review of potential impacts of vessel movement on a
regular basis and work with stakeholders to help minimize
impacts.

 Create awareness among the tourists about the importance
of the preservation of World Heritage Site, Sundarbans
mangrove forest, and wildlife.

 Aware fisherman about the coal vessel movement and
potential collision with vessels and consequences.
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T6. Sundarbans
ecosystem and
forestry products

Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Increase in shipping and
coal transport may harm
the growth of Sundarbans
ecosystem and negatively
affect the growth of
forestry products (such as
timber, honey, medicinal
plants, Golpata and etc.) on
which livelihood of local
people depend on.

 Review of potential impacts of vessel movement on a
regular basis and work with stakeholders to help minimize
impacts.

Proper documentation of
suppliers/ shippers of coal
complying with MARPOL
and IMSBC Code

 Verify compliance documents of MARPOL and IMSBC Code
during cargo clearance from Mongla Port Authority.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
EMA

Forest
Department,
EHSU/BIFPCL

Shippers

CPO/BIFPCL

Ship Master

EMA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

 Review and update Sundarbans Forest Management Plan to
mitigate potential impacts on livelihood.
 Implement Emergency Response plan. A framework of the
ERP is developed in the ESMP for the MPA to develop a
comprehensive ERP
with appropriate resources,
management structure, and effective communication in
order to manage any emergency events associated with coal
transportation.

Environmental Impacts
U. Coal Transport and
Transfer Operations
U1. Complying with
MARPOL and
IMSBC codes

 Verify documents indicating chemical properties of coal,
including the identification of organic and inorganic
compounds in coal, elements, and minerals.
 Monitor whether liquid residues of coal vessel discharge
into the marine environment.
 Ensure dry residues and/or the wash water that contains
residues from an HME discharged at adequate port
reception facilities.

U2. Noise level

Generation of noise from
vessels and trans-shipper
will negatively affect
surrounding environment
and wildlife, including
resident and migratory
birds.

 Coal being unloaded from barges will have minimal drop
heights.
 Adhere to trans-shipper’s environmental control measures
recommended in this ESIA.
 Adherence to a comprehensive equipment maintenance
program to maintain equipment, and to maximize efficiency
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U3. Increased
lighting

Environmental
Impacts
Sudden and periodic noises
may affect animals
behaviorally and
physiologically. In extreme
cases, loss of hearing
through inner ear damage
has been observed in
laboratory mammals.
Furthermore, high levels of
noise for fairly short
durations have produced
significant effects on sexual
function, blood chemistry,
auditory function and
susceptibility to seizures.
Neural and hormonal
processes may be stressed.
Since acoustic signals play a
major role in survival,
viable behavior and
population dynamics may
be disturbed if
communication is obscured
1
by background noise.
Increased lighting from
ships/barges and etc. will
impact the surrounding
wildlife, including resident
and migratory birds, the
Masked Finfoot, Spoon
Billed Sandpiper, White

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Mitigation Measures
and reliability, which will help limit noise levels associated
with the operation.
 System components will be maintained to operate below
maximum operating noise levels wherever feasible.
 Maintenance records will be maintained for review by EMA,
BIFPCL’s O/M and EHSU.
 Noisy mobile equipment supporting the operation will be
removed from service wherever practical and replaced with
a less noisy alternative.
 Noise Management
implemented.

plan

for

ships/barges

will

be

 Restrict blowing of whistle within Sundarbans territory.
 Switch off / throttle down of all equipment when not in use
 For the life of the operation, BIFPCL will evaluate noise
levels and onsite activities to identify opportunities for using
less noisy equipment and / or making changes to day to day
operations that may reduce overall noise levels.

 Minimize night-time activity (where practical).
 Use light on an “as and when needed” basis.
 Eliminate upward directed light.

Ship Master

EMA, Forest
Department,
EHSU/BIFPCL

 Use fittings on lamps to direct light and confine the spread
of light.

1

Glover, T. O., Hinkley, M. E., and Riley, H. L. (1970); Unit Train Transportation of Coal: Technology and Description of Mine Representative Operations, US Bureau of Mines,
Information Circular, 8444, pp. 109.
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Environmental
Impacts
Rumped Vulture, Slenderbilled Vulture, Whiteheaded Duck and Greater
Spotted Eagle are
considered to be
endangered.

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Ensure lights are in good condition at all times.
 Adoption of Biodiversity Management Plan.

U4. Movement of
vessels

Mother vessel load-out,
barge load-in facility and
transshipment mooring,
movement of large number
of vessels will cause
disturbance to aquatic
species, including
endangered estuarine/
coastal animals such as
batagur turtle and otter.

 Responsible authorities will properly enforce rules and
ensure no malpractice like discharge of ballast water, bilge
water, oily water discharge, waste and wastewater shall
take place within the territory of Bangladesh. They will be
discharged at adequate port reception facilities.

Ship Master

EMA, Forest
Department,
EHSU/BIFPCL

U5. Threat to
aquatic mammals
and other species

Enhanced maritime traffic
poses serious threat to the
dolphins, fish, and
crustacean and the ecology
of the project site such as:
vessels collide with
freshwater dolphins
resulting in injuries
Movement of large number
of bulk carriers and barges
may generate wave on sea
and inland water that
might cause erosion along
seashore and riverbank.

 Implement Biodiversity Management

Ship Master

EMA, Forest
Department,
EHSU/BIFPCL

Ship Master

EMA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

It might also increase the

 In general, restriction on vessel speed limits risk of erosion.

U6. Erosion due to
coal vessel
movement

 Vessel movement will be through a fixed alignment of the
river (optimization of the lane and dimension of the
fairways) designated by MPA and supervised by an MPA
designated pilot.
 Encourage the use of bow thrusters for all coal vessels.

 Limit vessel speed while passing inside Sundarbans and
Inland River.
 A detailed study will be carried out to identify areas
vulnerable to erosion within the territory of Bangladesh due
to shipping activities for coal transportation.
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U7. Pollution from
ships

Environmental
Impacts
rate of erosion at existing
erosion prone areas.

Pollution from ships
degrade habitats and
reduce fish and crustacean
production and
recruitment

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Speeds will be limited to 7-8 Knots for coal carrying vessel in
the Passur River.

 Ensure dry residues and/or the wash water that contains
residues from an HME discharged at adequate port
reception facilities.

Ship Master

EMA, MPA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

Ship Master

EMA, Forest
Department,
EHSU/BIFPCL

Ship Master

EMA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

 A scientifically developed pit will be developed for receiving
the bilge and ballast water for lighterage that will be calling
at the plant jetty.
 Follow MARPOL Convention for all shipping activities, which
is the main International convention covering prevention of
pollution of the marine environment by ships from
operational or accidental causes.

U8. Sedimentation
from erosion

U9. Invasion of
alien species

Erosion caused by vessel
wakes results in excessive
sedimentation in the deep
pools where freshwater
dolphins congregate for
feeding and rest.

 Limit vessel speed while passing inside Sundarbans and
Inland River

The transportation of
imported coal may risk of
invasion of alien species.
Alien species might come
through ballast water, hullfouling, and by contract of
vessel body, these species
may compete with native
species and therefore
threaten biodiversity of

 Responsible authorities will regularly inspect shipping and
barging activities to detect introduced species early.

 Take special precaution and maintain safe distance while
passing close to dolphin sanctuaries.

 Standard operational practice, including IMO Conventions
and ECR 1997 shall be followed by the transportation
agency.
 Prevent the introduction of species, especially from ballast
water and hull-fouling.
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U10. Vessel
movement and
Sundarbans
ecosystem

Environmental
Impacts
Sundarbans and their
abundance

Movement of large number
of vessels and transshipment process may have
a negative impact on the
surrounding Sundarbans
Ecosystem (including,
terrestrial wildlife, aquatic
fauna and nearby UNESCO
South Sanctuary).

Mitigation Measures

 Ensure enforcement of ECA, 1995 (as amended in 2010) and
ECR, 1997 (as amended in 2005), Forest Protection Act, and
other rules, regulation and treaties for conserving
Sundarbans and Ecological Critical Areas.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Ship Master

EMA, Forest
Department,
EHSU/BIFPCL

Ship Master,
BIFPCL

EMA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

 Ensure zero dumping of ballast water, zero oil spillage, zero
discharge of waste water, zero waste dumping
 Restrict outside lighting of the water vessel during
navigation across Sundarbans.
 Restrict the beaming of searchlight on Forest area/Sea
Shores/Protected Beach/Protected Areas
 Use low beam of searchlight during navigation across the
Sundarbans/Bird Colony.
 Restrict blowing of whistle within Sundarbans
 Introduce speed limitation for vessels in Sundarbans
 Anchorage of water vessel only in designated sites.
 Implement Biodiversity Management Plan,

U11. Fuel
combustion and
emission

Impact of air emission on
ambient air quality

 Air Quality modeling assessment for project case shows
ambient air quality within the National Ambent Air Quality
Standards.
 Audit the energy use and operation data of FGD system
 Implementation of Air Quality Management Plan.
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 All vessels will comply with international and national
standards, e.g., IMO conventions, MARPOL, HNS, etc.

U12. Ship wastes

Impact of wastes (residue
of ballast water, bilge
water, oil, lubricant,
garbage, domestic waste,
food and kitchen waste,
slurry of sea water,
sewage, etc.) from ships.

 Strictly follow MARPOL Convention, Annex V on the
Prevention of Pollution by Garbage from Ships, the IMO
introduced new classification criteria to enable
identification of substances harmful to the marine
environment (HME). The discharge of residues of certain
cargoes into the sea will no longer be allowed when the
cargo is classified as a substance harmful to the marine
environment. For such cargoes the dry residues and/or the
wash water that contains residues from an HME must be
discharged at adequate port reception facilities.

Ship Master

EMA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

Ship Master

EMA,
EHSU/BIFPCL

 Coal transportation shall be carried out using existing
navigational route of MPA and BIWTA.
 Responsible authorities will properly enforce rules and
ensure no malpractice like discharge of ballast water, bilge
water, oily water discharge, waste and wastewater shall
take place within the territory of Bangladesh.
U13. Accumulation
of dust on riverbed

Accumulation of fugitive
coal dust and coal spills on
river environment during
transshipment and vessel
transport.

 Physically configure or profile coal load onto the barge as
best as possible to reduce wind erosion and turbulence.
 Add water to wet the coal to prevent dusting.
 Specific design and material handling procedures will be
used to minimize the loss of coal in the marine environment
during handling and transport activities:
-

Grabs in floating transfer station will be equipped
with dust cover plates.
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Coat coal with “binding and suppressing agents” during the
barge loading process (through plumbed sprayers in the
conveyor system) to prevent fugitive dusting during barge
transit.
 Avoid operation of barges in wind conditions greater than
40 km/h.
 Maintenance of facilities, including daily cleaning, is
proposed to reduce the build-up of dust that could become
a source of sediment during rain events.
 Coal is not a chemical of concern in its raw form and its
deposition is expected to be minimal and localized through
the application of various mitigation measures stated
above. As a result, it is not anticipated that any coal or coal
dust deposited in the marine environment from the Project
will affect the mortality risk or health of fish and
invertebrates.
U14. Coal dust and
fugitive emission
from barge
transport

Impact of coal dust and
fugitive dust emissions
from barge transport on
human health, surrounding
wildlife and environment.

 Physically configure or profile coal load onto the barge to
reduce wind erosion and turbulence.
 As a secondary dust mitigation measure, water will be
sprayed on the barges in a controlled manner (i.e.,
approximately five minutes every 30 minutes), as deemed
necessary by the operations superintendent or the
Environmental Coordinator.
 The use of dust suppressants, in combination with proposed
dust mitigation measures including but not limited to:
covered dumping shed and conveyors, ongoing site cleaning
and system maintenance, misting and sprinkling at coal
transfer and handling areas, is expected to control dust
throughout the transportation chain.
 Avoid the operation of barges in wind conditions greater
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

than 40 km/h.
 Impelment Air Quaility Management Plan.All coal-carrying
vessels and transhipper will be equipped with dust
suppression system.
 Implement Air Quality Management Plan.
U15. Coal dust and
fugitive emission
from transfer
process

Impact of coal dust and
fugitive dust emissions
from transfer processes
and transshipping on
human health, surrounding
wildlife and environment,
particularly at Harbaria
(Mazhar point).

 Use recommended dust control measures for loading coal

Shippers

O & M/EHSUBIFPCL

Ship Master

MPA, EMA,
EHSU-BIFPCL

 Water/mist system used to spray coal during the unloading
process.
 Cover all receiving pits except for entry/exit points.
 The use of dust suppressants, in combination with proposed
dust mitigation measures including but not limited to:
covered dumping shed and conveyors, ongoing site cleaning
and system maintenance, misting and sprinkling at coal
transfer and handling areas, is expected to control dust
throughout the transportation chain.
 Minimize drop heights when using cranes.
 Implement Air Quality Management Plan (coal dust
mitigation measures).

U16. Fire due to
spontaneous
combustion

Risk of fire from
spontaneous combustion,
oxygen depletion, and
corrosion of metal from
coal during barge and
vessel transport.

 Transport coal following IMSBC Code in Cargo B, coal can
create flammable atmospheres, may heat spontaneously,
may deplete the oxygen concentration and may corrode
metal structures.
 When the master is concerned that the cargo is showing any
signs of self-heating or spontaneous combustion, such as an
increase in the concentration of methane or carbon
monoxide or an increase in temperature, the following
actions shall be taken:
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U17. Collision due
to oil spill

Environmental
Impacts

Risk of oil spill due to the
collision between coal
vessel and oil tanker

Mitigation Measures
-

Consult with the ship’s agent at the loading port. The
Company’s designated person ashore shall be
advised immediately.

-

Check the seal of the cargo space and re-seal the
cargo space, as necessary.

-

Do not enter the cargo space and do not open the
hatches, unless the master considers access is
necessary for the safety of the ship or safety of life.
When any ship’s personnel has entered into a cargo
space, re-seal the cargo space immediately after the
personnel vacate the cargo space. Increase the
frequency of monitoring the gas composition, and
temperature when practicable, of the cargo.

 Precautionary measures will be taken by the Ship Masters
to follow IMO procedures to operate the vessels.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

Ship Master

MPA, EMA,
EHSU-BIFPCL

Shippers

O & M/BIFPCL

 All coal vessels will be operated under the supervision of
MPA designated pilot.
 Prevent the spread of oil spills and ensure the safety of
onboard crew members
 Report oil spills to the proposed Mongla Port ERG
immediately and ask for assistance
 ERG will involve local authorities (navy, coast guard) in
stopping oil spills as per the emergency response plan

U18. Coal vessel
sinking

Risk of coal vessel sinking
due to structural or
mechanical failure and
spilling oil and fuel into
River.

 Barge operations will not occur in winds exceeding 40 km/h.
 Transport coal following IMSBC Code in Cargo B,
 Spill Response Containment plan to be implemented in case
of accident.
 The vessel route in Passur River is considered sheltered and
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

no significant wave height is anticipated.
 Qualitative risk assessment shows minimal risk of sinking if
coal transportation follow IMSBC Code in Cargo B.

U19. Collision and
grounding risk (low
visibility and fog
condition)

Risk of Collision, grounding,
impact during low visibility
and fog conditions.

 Night operations will follow lighting and personnel (pilot)
requirements.

Shippers

O & M/BIFPCL

Shippers

O & M/BIFPCL

Shippers

O & M/EHSUBIFPCL

 Navigation assistance through VHF communication based
on radar information to adverse weather condition,
restricted visibility, changes in pilot services, or any other
dangerous situation for the vessel.
 Appropriate equipment to be selected in accordance with
specific weather conditions and vessel load characteristics;

U20. Collision and
grounding risk
(tidal condition)

Risk of collision and
grounding due to tidal
conditions.

 Appropriate equipment to be selected in accordance with
specific weather conditions and vessel load characteristics;
 Regular tug inspections to ensure they meet transport
requirements.
 Coal barges are to be compartmentalized to reduce the
potential severity of the impacts.

U21. Discharged
contaminants

Discharge of contaminants
through spills; discharge of
coal to water bodies will
release trace metals and
Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH’s) into
aquatic environment.

 Implementation of management plans to mitigate effects of
drainage and discharge.
 Ensure dry residues and/or the wash water that contains
residues from an HME discharged at adequate port
reception facilities.
 Numerous studies concluded that PAHs are not bioavailable
because of the source of PAH in the sediments was from
pitch globules and coal particles to which the PAHs were
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

tightly bound.
 The use of dust suppressants, in combination with proposed
dust mitigation measures including but not limited to:
covered dumping shed and conveyors, ongoing site cleaning
and system maintenance, misting and sprinkling at coal
transfer and handling areas, is expected to control dust
throughout the transportation chain.
 Daily site cleaning to prevent build-up of dust that could
become a source of sediment during rain events, and as
needed during the wet season to prevent mud build-up.
V. Coal Conveyor,
Transport and Storage
V1. Risk of fire

Risk of fire from
spontaneous combustion
of coal during conveyor
transport and storage.

 Implement a Fire Safety Plan and train all employees in
regards to this plan.

Shippers

O & M/BIFPCL

Shippers

O & M/BIFPCL

 Conveyor belts are designed with fire taps with valves at
regular intervals.
 Fire retardant hydraulic fluids and fire resistant belting will
be used for the conveyor system.
 Regular scheduled checks and maintenance of process area
equipment (i.e., conveyor system).
 No open flame/ignition source/hot work is permitted in the
process areas without following proper procedural controls.

V2. Coal dust and
fugitive emission

Impact of coal dust and
fugitive emissions from
conveyor system and coal
storage on human health.

 Use recommended dust control measures for loading coal
 Water/mist system used to spray coal during the unloading
process.
 Cover all receiving pits except for entry/exit points.
 Minimize drop heights and curved chutes at transfer points.
 Use enclosed conveyor system equipped with water and
chemical agent spraying nozzles.
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Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision

 Use of mechanical profiling of coal in conveyors to limit
exposure to air flow.

V3. Coal drainage
runoff

Impact of coal drainage
run-off from temporary
coal storage will release
trace metals and PAH’s into
aquatic environment.

 Stockpile areas will be bunded to control runoff and prevent
it fromentering natural waterways.

Shippers

O & M/BIFPCL

Dredging
Contractor

Fuel
Management
Unit/BIFPCL

 Runoff will be directed through drainage systems fitted with
sumps and settling ponds to reduce Leachate run-off.
 Coal will be stored in temporary storage areas for minimal
times.
 Separately collect coal drainage wastewater (including
leachate, collected water, and exposed water) in a gravity
driven settlement pond and implement ECP 1: Waste
Management and Run-off and Collection Treatment Plan
mitigation to reduce the impacts of run-off into nearby
waterways by collection and water treatment prior to it
being recycled or discharged.

W. Maintenance
Dredging Activities
(Outer Bar, Base Creek
to Mongla Port,
Mongla Port to Project
Site)

Dredging activities could
affect aquatic organisms,
increase turbidity and
sedimentation of nearby
waters, degrade water
quality, and produce noise
and substrate alterations.

 Impacts can be reduced or eliminated through the use of
various techniques, procedures, or technologies such as
timing restrictions on in-water work.
 Use sequential dredging to avoid dredging activity during
specific time periods in particular environmentally sensitive
areas.
 Measures indicated earlier will be implemented.
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VECs/Issues
W1. Turbidity at
disposal locations

Environmental
Impacts
Dredging operation will
cause localized turbidity at
disposal location.

Mitigation Measures
 Proper disposal or containment of dredged materials to
reduce quantities of suspended solids in the water in order
to protect foraging grounds.

Institutional Responsibilities
Implementation
Supervision
Dredging
Contractor

Fuel
Management
Unit/BIFPCL

Dredging
Contractor

Fuel
Management
Unit/EHSUBIFPCL

Dredging
Contractor

Fuel
Management
Unit/EHSUBIFPCL

 Use seasonal restrictions when appropriate to avoid
temporary impacts to habitat during critical life history
stages (e.g., spawning, egg and embryo development, and
juvenile growth).
 Measures indicated earlier will be implemented
W2. Breeding and
Spawning grounds

Dredging operations could
disrupt/ destroy breeding
and spawning grounds of
fish, benthic species, and
other wildlife.

 Use seasonal restrictions when appropriate to avoid
temporary impacts to habitat during critical life history
stages.
 Dredging will be restricted during breeding and spawning
season to avoid hindrance or blockage of fish, Dolphin and
other aquatic species breeding and spawning.
 Measures indicated earlier will be implemented.

W3. Erosion and
sedimentation from
dredging

Dredging in combination
with erosion and
sedimentation caused by
the wakes of large vessels,
will adversely affect priority
habitat for freshwater
dolphins and other aquatic
species, such as the
critically endangered
Batagur turtle (Batagur
baska) and vulnerable
small clawed otter (Aonyx
cinerea).

 Use seasonal restrictions when appropriate to avoid
temporary impacts to habitat during critical life history
stages.
 Dredging will be restricted during breeding and spawning
season to avoid hindrance or blockage of fish, Dolphin and
other aquatic species breeding and spawning.
 Measures indicated earlier will be implemented
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cwi‡ekMZ wbwiÿv: BIFPCL GKwU cÖKí e¨e¯’vcbv I evwbwR¨K wbqš¿Y BDwbU (PMCC) MVb Ki‡e hvnv cwi‡ek, ¯^v¯’¨ I wbivcËv
(EHSU) e¨e¯’v mywbwðZ Ki‡e Ges cwi‡ekMZ wbwiÿv m¤úv`b Kwi‡e| GB EHSU BDwbU Gi g~j `vwqZ¡ n‡”Q mycvwikK…Z
cwi‡ekMZ I mvgvwRK e¨e¯’vcbv cwiKíbvi mwVK ev¯Íevqb Z`viwK I wbwðZ Kiv| GZ`e¨ZxZ, EHSU BDwbU Emergency
Response Plan Gi ev¯Íevqb Z`viwK Ki‡e| GKwU External Monitoring Agency (EMA) Gi mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q hvnv
MwVZ nB‡e wewfbœ cÖvwZôvwbK we‡klÄ mgb¦‡q, h_vt MPA, FD, DoE, National Environmental Groups Ges AvšÍh©vwZK
we‡klÄ|
we‡klÄ gZvgZ MÖnYt Av‡jvP¨ mgxÿv cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ cÖKí GjvKv m‡iRwg‡b cwi`k©b Kiv nq Ges G wel‡q mswkøó `wjjwU
ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv nq| gvV ch©v‡q evqy, cvwb, evqy `~lY BZ¨vw`i cÖv_wgK Z_¨ msMÖn Kiv nq| Zrci G wel‡q we‡klÄ‡`i gZvgZ
ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv nq| GQvovI cÖKí mswkøó ms¯’vmg~n †hgb e›`i, eb, grm¨, ¯’vbxq cÖkvmb, †ckvRxwe, RbcÖwZwbwa‡`i m‡½ cÖKí
wel‡q gZvgZ MÖnY Kiv nq|
GB cÖwZ‡e`‡b Kqjv cwien‡b cwi‡ekMZ cÖfv‡ei Dci cÖKvwkZ wewfbœ cÖwZ‡e`b ch©v‡jvPbv Kiv nq Ges †mB m‡½ cÖfve wbim‡bi
welqmg~n cÖfve wbim‡bi cš’vmg~n ¸iæZ¡mnKv‡i mgxÿv Kiv nq|
AewnZKiYt Kqjv cwien‡bi m¤¢ve¨ cÖfve m¤úwK©Z B‡Zvg‡a¨ m¤úvw`Z mgxÿvjä Z_¨vejx Rbmvavi‡Yi AeMwZi Rb¨ wZbwU
AewnZKiY mfvi Av‡qvRb Kiv n‡q‡Q| h_vt
1. AvMvgx 18 AvM÷, 2016 Bs ZvwiL †ejv 10:00 NwUKvq ‡gvsjv e›`i m‡¤§jb Kÿ|
2. AvMvgx 22 AvM÷, 2016 Bs ZvwiL †ejv 10:00 NwUKvq ev‡MinvU ‡Rjv cÖkvmb m‡¤§jb Kÿ|
3. AvMvgx 23 AvM÷, 2016 Bs ZvwiL †ejv 10:00 NwUKvq Lyjbv ‡Rjv cÖkvmb m‡¤§jb Kÿ|
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